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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

\textbf{Background:} Transient aphasias are common in the first few days after resective surgery to the language-dominant hemisphere. The specific speech and language deficits that occur are related to the location of the surgical site, and may include impairments in fluency, lexical access, repetition, and comprehension. The impact of these transient aphasias on connected speech production has not previously been investigated.

\textbf{Aims:} The goals of this study were to characterise the nature of connected speech deficits in the immediate post-surgical period, and to determine which deficits resolve completely within 1 month.

\textbf{Methods & Procedures:} Forty-three patients undergoing resective surgery in the left (language-dominant) hemisphere participated in the study. Brief connected speech samples were obtained before surgery, and at 2–3 days post-surgery. In a subset of 24 patients (all of whom presented with aphasia in the immediate post-surgical period), follow-up samples were also obtained at 1 month post-surgery. The samples were transcribed and coded in CHAT format. Ten connected speech measures were derived from each speech sample, and were then compared by time point.

\textbf{Outcomes & Results:} At 2–3 days post-surgery, deficits were observed in all 10 connected speech measures in comparison to pre-surgical samples: there were decreases in words per minute, words per utterance, and the use of embedded clauses, and increases in phonological errors, lexical access difficulties, morphosyntactic errors, filled pauses, false starts, and retraced sequences. The proportion of closed-class words could be perturbed in either direction. At 1 month post-surgery, 8 of the 10 connected speech measures had significantly improved, and all measures reflecting structural features (words per utterance, number of embeddings, morphosyntactic errors, proportion of words that were closed class) were equivalent to the pre-surgical time point. Subtle deficits persisted in some other measures; in particular, there were more phonological errors and lexical access difficulties than at the pre-surgical time point.

\textbf{Conclusions:} Transient aphasias after left hemisphere surgery impacted all aspects of connected speech in the immediate post-surgical period. Most of these deficits were largely or completely resolved by 1 month post-surgery, but some subtle impairments persisted.
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Introduction

Long-term language outcomes after resective surgery to the language-dominant hemisphere are generally excellent (Davies et al., 1994; Duffau, Gatignol, Mandonnet, Capelle, & Taillandier, 2008; Hermann, Wyler, & Somes, 1991; Loring, Meador, & Lee, 1994; Penfield & Roberts, 1959; Sanai, Mirzadeh, & Berger, 2008; Whittle, Pringle, & Taylor, 1998). However, while long-term outcomes are positive, transient aphasias are common in the immediate post-surgical period, within the first few days after surgery (Benzagmout, Gatignol, & Duffau, 2007; Duffau et al., 2003; Falconer & Serafetinides, 1963; Helmstaedter, Gleissner, Zentner, & Elger, 1998; Katz et al., 1989; Loring et al., 1994; Lubrano, Draper, & Roux, 2010; Penfield & Roberts, 1959; Peraud, Ilmberger, & Reulen, 2004; Roberts, 1955; Sanai et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2015). A recent study in which post-surgical aphasias were characterised using the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB; Kertesz, 1982) showed that 2–3 days after surgery, 71% of the patients met criteria for aphasia according to the WAB (Wilson et al., 2015). Transient deficits can occur in many language domains, including fluency, naming, repetition, comprehension, reading and writing (Loring et al., 1994; Wilson et al., 2015), and the specific impairments that occur are systematically related to the location of the surgical site (Wilson et al., 2015). The majority of transient aphasias resolve within a month (Falconer & Serafetinides, 1963; Loring et al., 1994; Penfield & Roberts, 1959; Sanai et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2015), and the only language function in which persistent deficits have been documented is naming; these persistent lexical access deficits, if they occur at all, are generally relatively mild (Davies et al., 1998; Krauss et al., 1996; Langfitt & Rausch, 1996; Saykin et al., 1995; Sherman et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2015).

Acquired aphasia invariably affects the production of connected speech, and quantitative analysis of connected speech can provide rich information about the function of multiple language domains (MacWhinney, Fromm, Forbes, & Holland, 2011; Saffran, Berndt, & Schwartz, 1989; Thompson, Ballard, Tait, Weintraub, & Mesulam, 1997; Wilson et al., 2010). Sentence construction is reflected in features such as the mean length of utterances, the use of embedded clauses, the presence of morphosyntactic errors, and the balance between open- and closed-class items. Lexical access can be assessed by tallying phenomena such as semantic errors, circumlocution, empty speech, and abandoned utterances, while phonological errors and neologisms can indicate lexical or phonemic encoding deficits. Other phenomena that contribute to an overall impression of fluency can be readily quantified, such as words per minute, and different kinds of pauses and self-corrections. To our knowledge, the impact of transient postsurgical aphasias on connected speech has not previously been investigated. There are at least two reasons why such an investigation could be informative.

First, quantitative analysis of connected speech is capable of characterising some aspects of language function that have not been well captured by the WAB or by the other less comprehensive language assessments that have been reported to date in the immediate post-operative period. In particular, the WAB uses a single 10-point scale to quantify fluency, whereas previous studies have shown that fluency is a multidimensional construct incorporating features such as speech rate, phrase length, articulatory agility, and syntactic structure, which are not necessarily affected similarly (Goodglass, Quadfasel, & Timberlake, 1964; Thompson et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2010). Moreover, the
WAB does not provide any summary measure that quantifies the presence of phonemic paraphasias or neologisms, and although lexical access is quantified by means of the naming subscore, the items used are rather high in frequency, and confrontation naming is less ecologically valid than naturally occurring lexical access difficulties in language use.

A second reason to use quantitative analysis of connected speech is that it may be capable of detecting subtle deficits (Thompson et al., 1997) that may not be detected on aphasia batteries such as the WAB, or when using less comprehensive language assessments. Sensitivity to subtle deficits is important in order to document how long it takes for transient post-surgical language deficits to resolve completely.

Therefore, in this study, we obtained and analysed brief connected speech samples from patients before and after left hemisphere resective surgery in order to address two goals: first, to characterise the nature of connected speech deficits in the immediate post-surgical period, and second, to determine which deficits resolve completely within 1 month.

**Methods**

**Patients**

Forty-three patients undergoing left hemisphere resective surgery were included in this study. The inclusion criteria were: (1) left hemisphere resection in perisylvian language regions or the anterior temporal lobe; (2) left hemisphere dominance for language confirmed with Wada test, pre-surgical language deficits, or magnetoencephalography lateralisation; (3) native speaker of English; (4) availability of recorded pre-surgical connected speech sample from the WAB (description of picnic scene) recorded post-surgical picnic description (2–3 days post-surgery); complete post-surgical WAB (2–3 days post-surgery).

The study was approved by the institutional review boards of UCSF and the University of Arizona, and all participants gave written informed consent. Demographic information and the distribution of aetiologies are shown in Table 1. Surgical procedures have been described previously (Wilson et al., 2015).

**Acquisition of connected speech samples and other language measures**

The connected speech samples comprised the description of a picnic scene from the WAB. The WAB was generally administered by MB, a speech-language pathologist, except in a few cases in which it was administered by a trained research assistant. Audio recordings were made for later analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Demographic and aetiological information.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handedness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time since first symptoms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aetiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-grade glioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-grade glioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epileptogenic focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular malformation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A consecutive series of 79 patients met the first 3 inclusion criteria described earlier. However, for 36 of these patients, the required data were not all obtained. With the exception of 2 patients (one of whom was untestable 2–3 days post-surgery due to global aphasia and one of whom was suspected to be malingering), the reasons for not acquiring data from the remaining 34 patients were situational (e.g., patients who did not live in the San Francisco bay area and so were not available for pre-surgical assessment), so the 43 included patients comprised a largely representative sample of a consecutive series.

When patients met WAB criteria for aphasia at the 2–3 days post-surgery time point, follow-up language testing at 1 month post-surgery was attempted. Twenty-nine of the 43 patients met criteria for aphasia at 2–3 days post-surgery, and of those, follow-up speech samples were obtained for 24 of the 29. The remaining five were not obtained due to situational factors, mostly because patients did not live in the bay area.

The mean length of the speech samples was 139.2 ± 81.1 words (not including filled pauses, false starts, or retraced sequences) at the pre-surgical time point, 139.9 ± 95.9 words at the 2–3 days post-surgical time point, and 171.6 ± 50.3 words at the 1 month post-surgical time point. These lengths did not differ significantly from one another (all \( p \geq 0.33 \)).

While the WAB at 2–3 days post-surgery was required for inclusion in this study, the WAB was also administered at the pre-surgical and 1 month time points in most patients (pre: 39/43; 1 month: 21/24). A 15-item version of the Boston Naming Test (BNT; Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub, 1983) was also administered in most patients (pre: 39/43, 2–3 days: 41/43; 1 month: 22/24).

**Neuroimaging**

Thirty-four of the 43 patients received post-surgical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, on which the extent of resection and any adjacent infarction was manually delineated as described previously (Wilson et al., 2015). To illustrate the distribution of surgical sites in the patient group, a lesion overlay was computed using VLSM version 2.56 (Bates et al., 2003). The lesion overlay showed that most patients’ resections were located in left anterior temporal or left frontal regions (Figure 1).

**Transcription, coding, and analysis of connected speech samples**

Transcription and coding of the connected speech samples followed the CHAT system (MacWhinney, 2000, 2012), including newer codes that were introduced for quantifying aphasic speech (MacWhinney et al., 2011). CHAT provides a standardised way to represent naturalistic speech samples in aphasia with the means to capture phonological, lexical, and morphosyntactic disturbances. Speech samples were transcribed using EUDICO Linguistic Annotator (ELAN; Wittenburg, Brugman, Russel, Klassmann, & Sloetjes, 2006) in order to encode precise timing information. All speech samples were transcribed in standard English orthography except for the use of International Phonetic Alphabet to transcribe phonemic paraphasias and neologisms. After transcription and coding, each morpheme was tagged for part of speech using the program mor (MacWhinney, 2000), then manually disambiguated. The speech samples were transcribed and coded by AM and AC, undergraduates in speech, language, and hearing
sciences, who were each trained by SMW. All samples were reviewed and revised as needed by AM and SMW to maximise consistency.

An in-house MATLAB program was used to derive 10 connected speech measures from the coded and tagged transcriptions in the ELAN files, and to perform statistical analyses. The set of language measures are outlined in Table 2. All transcription, coding, and analysis procedures have been described in detail previously (Yagata et al., 2017). Two refinements were made for the present study. First, non-sentence utterances were not automatically counted towards the measure of morphosyntactic errors. Such utterances were only counted when they were judged to be agrammatic rather than conversationally appropriate isolated phrases (e.g., an isolated noun phrase that serves as a self-contained utterance). Second, all of the measures which involved counts per hundred words of features indicative of impairment were transformed by adding 1 and taking the natural logarithm; there were 6 such measures (see Table 2). This was done to reduce the impact of extreme values, which arose quite frequently given that some of the speech samples were brief.

**Statistical analysis**

For each of the 10 connected speech measures, as well as the WAB Aphasia Quotient (AQ) and the BNT, the following statistical comparisons were carried out with paired t-tests. First, measures at 2–3 days post-surgery were compared to pre-surgical values. The purpose of this comparison was to identify language deficits induced by surgery in the immediate post-operative period.

Next, this same analysis was carried out for a subset of 14 patients who did not meet WAB criteria for aphasia at 2–3 days post-surgery, and separately for the remaining 29 patients who did present with aphasia. These analyses were aimed at determining whether there were subtle connected speech deficits in patients who did not meet WAB criteria for aphasia.

---

**Figure 1.** Lesion overlay. MRI was available for 34 of the 43 patients. Most patients’ resections were located in left anterior temporal or left frontal regions, with a maximal overlap of 13 patients in the left anterior temporal lobe.
Then, in the 24 of 29 patients with acute aphasia for whom 1 month follow-up data were acquired, the 1 month time point was compared to the 2–3 days post-surgical time point to identify measures that significantly improved between these time points, and the 1 month time point was compared to the pre-surgical time point to identify any

Table 2. Connected speech measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words per minute</td>
<td>The total number of words produced divided by the time spent speaking; neologisms and other errors were included, while filled pauses, false starts, and retraced sequences were not included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonological errors</td>
<td>Phonemic paraphasias or neologisms (per hundred words, log-transformed); these may reflect retrieval of word forms but more often indicate phonemic encoding problems. Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and he’s playing with a [kæp]. (phonemic paraphasia, nonword)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and they’re maybe out paying in &lt;the&gt; uh the water. (phonemic paraphasia, real word)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>listening to the radio eating a [pɑtɪəs]. (neologism with known target)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired lexical access</td>
<td>Word-level semantic errors, neologisms with unknown targets, incomplete utterances, empty speech, circumlocution, semantically anomalous utterances (per hundred words, log-transformed). Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and here’s a house with a chair. (word-level semantic error: chair for car)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>an(d) uh a car with &lt;a v-&gt; a [vaɪ]. (neologism with unknown target)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>um and then there’s two people sitting on I think on like… (incomplete utterance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that are just all kinds of things. (empty speech)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and further out there is an individual that is sitting on some sort of floating device that um he can protrude himself to the water on. (circumlocution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and then you go down &lt;to&gt; towards the water you’ll find a couple pieces t- t- to the water. (semantically anomalous utterance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words per utterance</td>
<td>The total number of words divided by the number of utterances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded clauses</td>
<td>Embedded clauses were required to contain a subject or a finite verb form; multiple embeddings per utterance could be counted (per hundred words). Example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I assume it’s the man who’s reading his book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphosyntactic errors</td>
<td>Agrammatic utterances, paragrammatic utterances, word-level morphological errors, omitted words, errors in formal lexical devices (e.g., incorrect determiners) (per hundred words, log-transformed). Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reading. glasses. um car parked in driveway. (agrammatic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the rest of &lt;the front&gt; the front available for ð- ð- cutting of the you know to fill the &lt;flower&gt; flower bed. (paragrammatic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the man and the woman is sailing the sailboat. (morphological)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>there’s kid flying a kite. (omitted word)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion closed class</td>
<td>The number of closed-class items divided by the total number of open- and closed-class items. Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>an(d) I think this and this and this. (increased proportion of closed-class words)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>child. kite. dog. (decreased proportion of closed-class words)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filled pauses</td>
<td>um, uh, and er (per hundred words, log-transformed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False starts</td>
<td>words that were abandoned after only one or two phonemes had been produced (per hundred words, log-transformed). Example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and there is a deck ras- right here on the ocean or on the bay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retraced sequences</td>
<td>sequences of one or more complete words that were made redundant by subsequent repetitions, amendments, elaborations or alternative expressions (per hundred words, log-transformed). Example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>um &lt;there are&gt; there are trees &lt;to the&gt; &lt;the&gt; um uh adjacent to the lake.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conventions in examples: Angled brackets indicate retraced material; hyphens indicate false starts
changes in connected speech measures that were not yet resolved by 1 month post-surgery.

Paired t-tests were one-tailed, assuming that deficits would be maximal at 2–3 days post-surgery, and minimal at the pre-surgical time point (Falconer & Serafetinides, 1963; Loring et al., 1994; Penfield & Roberts, 1959; Sanai et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2015). Since the proportion of closed-class words can be perturbed in either direction in aphasia (reflecting either agrammatism or empty speech), tests were carried out on the absolute value of the deviation from 0.60, which is the mean proportion of closed-class items in healthy control participants describing the picnic scene (Wilson et al., 2010).

Each of the five sets of comparisons was separately corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate procedure (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995; Yekutieli & Benjamini, 1999). There were 12 comparisons per set: 10 connected speech measures and 2 standard language measures (AQ and BNT). Tests were considered significant at \( q < 0.05 \) (false discovery rate).

**Results**

Excerpts from speech samples at each time point from a single representative patient are shown in the Appendix.

At 2–3 days post-surgery, the patient cohort as a whole showed statistically significant changes indicative of impairment on all 10 connected speech measures (Table 3; Figure 2). On average, there were fewer words per minute, more phonological errors, more occurrences of impaired lexical access, fewer words per utterance, fewer embedded clauses, more morphosyntactic errors, greater deviations of the proportion of closed-class items from typical, and more filled pauses, false starts, and retraced sequences. There were also significant declines in the AQ and BNT (Table 3; Figure 3).

**Table 3. Statistical comparisons of connected speech measures and standard language measures.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>All 43 patients</th>
<th>14 non-aphasic post</th>
<th>29 aphasic post</th>
<th>24 aphasic post</th>
<th>24 aphasic post</th>
<th>Pre vs. 1 month</th>
<th>Pre vs. 1 month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time points</td>
<td>Pre vs. post</td>
<td>Pre vs. post</td>
<td>Pre vs. post</td>
<td>Post vs. 1 month</td>
<td>Post vs. 1 month</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>( p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words per minute</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.004**</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonological errors (log phw)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired lexical access (log phw)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003**</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words per utterance</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embeddings (phw)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015*</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.030*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphosyntactic errors (log phw)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.024*</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion closed class</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.012*</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filled pauses (log phw)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.022*</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False starts (log phw)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.048*</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retraced sequences (log phw)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphasia Quotient (AQ, 100)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003**</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston Naming Test (BNT, 15)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003**</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance after correction for false discovery rate: \( * q ≤ 0.05 \); \( ** q ≤ 0.01 \); \( *** q ≤ 0.001 \).
Figure 2. Connected speech measures. In each plot, the first pair of boxes show pre-surgical and 2–3 days post-surgical measures for all 43 patients. The next pair of boxes show pre- and post-surgical measures for only the 14 patients who did not meet WAB criteria for aphasia at 2–3 days post-surgery. The final three boxes show pre- and post-surgical measures for the 29 patients who presented with aphasia at 2–3 days post-surgery, and 1 month follow-up measures for 24 of these patients. (a) Words per minute. (b) Phonological errors (log phw). (c) Impaired lexical access (log phw). (d) Words per utterance. (e) Embedded clauses (phw). (f) Morphosyntactic errors (log phw). (g) Proportion closed class. (h) Filled pauses (log phw). (i) False starts (log phw). (j) Retraced sequences (log phw). phw = per hundred words; boxes = interquartile range; whiskers = the range not including outliers; pluses = outliers; horizontal lines = medians; diamonds = means; light grey lines = trajectories of each patient. *= q ≤ 0.05 (corrected for false discovery rate); ** = q ≤ 0.01 (corrected for false discovery rate); *** = q ≤ 0.001 (corrected for false discovery rate).
Fourteen out of 43 patients (33%) did not meet WAB criteria for aphasia at 2–3 days post-surgery. In these 14 patients, none of the connected speech measures or standard language measures changed significantly after correction for multiple comparisons (Table 3; Figures 2 and 3).

The remaining 29 patients (67%) met WAB criteria for aphasia at 2–3 days post-surgery. In these patients, there were statistically significant changes consistent with impairment on all 10 connected speech measures, and the AQ and BNT measures also declined significantly (Table 3; Figures 2 and 3).
At 1 month post-surgery, follow-up testing was carried out on 24 out of these 29 patients. Eight of the 10 connected speech measures, as well as the AQ and BNT, showed statistically significant changes indicative of recovery (Table 3; Figure 2). The only measures that did not improve significantly were the rates of phonological errors and retraced sequences.

When connected speech measures at 1 month post-surgery were compared to presurgical measures, 2 of the 10 measures showed statistically significant changes indicating that deficits had not yet fully resolved: patients produced more phonological errors, and experienced more lexical access difficulties (Table 3; Figure 2). It is noteworthy that an additional four connected speech measures showed marginally significant changes ($0.05 \leq q \leq 0.08$): patients tended to produce fewer words per minute, and more filled pauses, false starts, and retraced sequences (Table 3; Figure 2). There was no change in AQ, but there was a marginally significant decline in BNT scores (Table 3; Figure 3).

An ancillary analysis was carried out in which the 14 patients who did not meet WAB criteria for aphasia at 2–3 days post were also included, with 1 month follow-up measures imputed to be identical to their pre-surgical values. The same set of measures showed significant or marginal changes in this analysis, suggesting that these findings can be generalised to the whole cohort, not just the patients who presented with aphasia at 2–3 days post-surgery.

**Discussion**

The first goal of this study was to characterise the nature of connected speech deficits in the immediate post-surgical period after dominant hemisphere resective surgery. We found that at 2–3 days post-surgery, all 10 connected speech measures showed statistically significant changes at the group level, in directions associated with impairment, relative to pre-surgical values. These deficits were largely confined to the 29 out of 43 patients who met WAB criteria for aphasia; in the subset of 14 patients who did not present with aphasia, no connected speech measures changed significantly after correction for multiple comparisons.

The observation that multiple connected speech measures changed in directions consistent with impairment is consistent with our recent finding that fluency is reduced in transient post-surgical aphasias (Wilson et al., 2015). The present study extends this previous finding by specifying precisely how fluency is impacted. Specifically, we documented deficits in lexical access (impaired lexical access), phonological retrieval and/or encoding (phonological errors), and sentence construction (words per utterance, embedded clauses, morphosyntactic errors, changes in the proportion of closed-class words). Lexical access impairments in connected speech are not surprising, given that confrontation naming has been shown to be impaired previously (Loring et al., 1994; Wilson et al., 2015) and in the present study. However, the phonological and sentence construction deficits that we demonstrated are novel findings, since these language domains are not well captured by the WAB or by other approaches that have been used to investigate post-surgical aphasias.

At 1 month post-surgery, most patients who had presented with aphasia in the immediate post-operative period were dramatically improved; there were statistically significant improvements in 8 out of 10 connected speech measures, and both standard
language measures. However despite this substantial recovery, some subtle language deficits remained that were most evident in the connected speech analysis. In particular, the rates of phonological errors and lexical access difficulties were higher at 1 month post-surgery than they had been at the pre-surgical time point; these changes were statistically significant after correction for multiple comparisons. In previous studies of longer term language outcomes after resective surgery, confrontation naming has been the only language measure in which persistent deficits have been reported (Davies et al., 1998; Krauss et al., 1996; Langfitt & Rausch, 1996; Saykin et al., 1995; Sherman et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2015). It is possible that phonemic encoding deficits might have contributed to reduced scores on some of these confrontation naming assessments.

An additional four connected speech measures—words per minute, filled pauses, false starts, and retraced sequences—showed trends relative to the pre-surgical time point that were marginally significant (0.05 ≤ q ≤ 0.08). These are all features of normal speech: all people speak slowly sometimes, insert um and uh, and correct themselves. Yet taken together, these features can give rise to an overall impression of dysfluency.

The remaining four connected speech measures—words per utterance, numbers of embedded clauses, morphosyntactic errors, and proportion of closed-class words—were essentially equivalent to pre-surgical levels at 1 month post-surgery. These four measures all relate to sentence construction, and suggest that syntactic production mechanisms are especially resilient to damage from resective surgery in language regions, possibly because brain regions important for syntactic processing are quite widely distributed (Blank, Balewski, Mahowald, & Fedorenko, 2016; Caplan et al., 2007; Dronkers, Wilkins, Van Valin, Redfern, & Jaeger, 2004; Wilson et al., 2016).

The standard language measures (WAB and BNT) did not show significant changes from the pre-surgical time point to the 1 month post-surgical time point after correction for multiple comparisons, although there was a marginal trend for BNT scores to be reduced. This suggests that quantitative analysis of connected speech may be more sensitive to the subtle deficits that remain at this time point. It should be noted that 1 month post-surgery does not represent a stable end point, and it is likely that remaining language deficits, which were already mild in most cases, would further resolve over time.

Our study had several notable limitations. First, the speech samples were descriptions of single pictures, and were relatively short. The means of elicitation of connected speech samples (e.g., describing a single picture, describing a sequence of pictures, retelling of a familiar story, sharing a past experience, describing how to do something) can impact the language measures that are derived from them (Armstrong, 2000; Fergadiotis & Wright, 2011; Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993). It is generally recommended that quantitative analyses of connected speech be based on samples of at least 150 words (Saffran et al., 1989), and while the mean length of our samples was in this vicinity, many individual samples were shorter. Shorter samples will inevitably lead to less reliable estimates of connected speech measures, as has been demonstrated empirically (Boyle, 2015; Brookshire & Nicholas, 1994). Although previous studies have shown robust brain–behaviour relationships based on picnic description speech samples (e.g., Wilson et al., 2010), it would have been preferable to acquire longer samples, or even better, to have obtained multiple samples during multiple sessions per time point (Salthouse, 2007). Longer speech samples, or multiple samples per time point, would
enable us to estimate test–retest reliability and would increase our sensitivity to detect changes. Due to the brevity of our samples, all null results need to be interpreted with caution. In particular, it is plausible that the four connected speech measures that were marginally changed at 1 month post-surgery relative to pre-surgery would show statistically significant residual changes if longer samples or more samples were obtained.

Second, there are some respects in which the CHAT coding scheme does not precisely capture important dimensions of aphasic speech. For instance, agrammatism and paragrammatism are not distinguished at the utterance level. Moreover, in the derived scores that constituted our connected speech measures, in several instances we collapsed across related phenomena, for example, the measure of impaired lexical access included word-level semantic errors, neologisms with unknown targets, incomplete utterances, empty speech, circumlocution, and semantically anomalous utterances. A more fine-grained analysis with longer speech samples should be able to examine these features of connected speech independently of one another. Related to these issues, even though our analyses were quantitative, there are always subjective decisions to be made when transcribing and coding connected speech samples. For instance, it is not always obvious whether atypical expressions are colloquialisms or errors, or how to assess criteria for utterance boundaries, or whether an error is syntactic or semantic. We attempted to maximise consistency by having two authors review and revise all transcriptions.

Third, in this study we did not attempt to distinguish between patients with damage to different brain regions, or different aetiologies (e.g., high-grade gliomas, low-grade gliomas, epileptogenic foci). We have previously shown that the nature of transient post-surgical aphasias depends on which specific brain regions are resected (Wilson et al., 2015). With a larger number of patients, and longer speech samples, it would be informative in future studies to investigate how different connected speech measures are impacted based on surgical site and/or aetiology.

Fourth, we did not acquire 1 month follow-up data for individuals who did not meet WAB criteria for aphasia at the 2–3 days post-surgical time point. This prevented us from precisely quantifying the extent of residual deficits at 1 month post-surgery in the whole cohort. However, a conservative analysis in which these patients without aphasia were imputed to have 1 month measures identical to pre-surgical measures showed that even in this scenario, there would still be subtle residual deficits at the group level.

These limitations do not diminish the two main conclusions of our study. First, at 2–3 days post-surgery, all 10 connected speech measures changed, reflecting impairments in multiple language domains including fluency, lexical access, phonological encoding, and sentence construction. Second, while most aphasic symptoms were largely resolved by 1 month post-surgery, at least some connected speech measures still reflected subtle persisting deficits; specifically, there were more phonological errors and lexical access difficulties than there had been before surgery.
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Appendix

These are excerpts from speech samples at each of the three time points from one patient, a 29-year-old female. This patient was quite representative, in that she showed many of the typical deficits that were commonly observed at 2–3 days post-surgery, and in that her language returned to baseline by 1 month post-surgery. Conventions: Angled brackets indicate retraced material; hyphens indicate false starts; pauses are indicated by (.) = 1 second, (..) = 2 seconds, (...) = 3 or more seconds.

**Pre-surgical sample excerpt**

um we got a tree here.
a little house.
they’re having like a picnic.
out in their front yard, I guess, <out in the> kinda out in the country.
flaying a kite.
um they got a lake here.
someone’s out (.) uh on a sailboat out on a lake.
they got the dog.
having a picnic.
the radio.
and (...) um the boat dock there.

2–3 days post-surgical sample excerpt

well they’re having a picnic (.) um and drinking. (.)
they’re having a kite. (...)
um (.) oh they’re um (.) on (.) a (.) s- (.) <on a [snəʊbɔːt]> on a board.
they’re trying to... (...)
h- uh di- (.) ð- this guy is um (.) on the bike.
he’s riding... (...)
um I mean a picnic.
and they got the dog here. (...) 
and he’s um watching music. (.)
he’s l- watching a (.) [pɪŋpæn]. (.)
< I mean I > I mean a um magazine. (.)
and she’s having a drink.

1 month post-surgical sample excerpt

there’s people having a picnic outside.
um they’re having...
uh <he’s> well he reading a book.
having um (.) drinks outside.
enjoying flying the kite.
enjoying time on (.) uh the boat.
and (.) uh playing with the dog.
someone’s even going fishing. (.)
just a lot of people doing a lot of stuff outside, enjoying nice weather.